Mechanomyographic response to transcranial magnetic stimulation from biceps brachii and during transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation on extensor carpi radialis.
Transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) elicits short latency excitatory responses in the target muscles, termed motor evoked potential (MEP). When TMS is delivered during a voluntary contraction, the MEP is followed by a period of silence called silent period (SP). These MEP parameters are in general recordable by electromyography (EMG). Mechanomyography (MMG) on the other hand is the mechanical counterpart of EMG. Thus, this study has been conducted to observe whether the MEP parameters from MMG signals showed similar trait of EMG recordings. Five normal healthy male subjects were included in this study. The subjects were required to perform right biceps brachii muscles contraction at diverse graded of load level at 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, and 100% maximum voluntary contraction (MVC). MEPs by single pulse TMS on left hemisphere were obtained from both EMG electrode and MMG accelerometer at rest and at different levels of predetermined load level. MEP amplitude and area obtained both from EMG and MMG record were increased with the increase of muscle contraction with a maximum of 60% MVC. With increasing the level of contraction there was a shortening of onset latency and decreasing in the length of silent period in both EMG and MMG signals. We also recorded the EMG- and MMG-MEP from the right extensor carpi radialis muscle during transcutaneous electric nerve stimulation in order to observe neural changes in sensory stimulation from both EMG and MMG responses. The EMG-MEP was not visible in electrical artifact whereas it was obvious in MMG responses. In accordance with other study, this study showed that the voluntary contraction of biceps brachii muscle influenced the MEP parameter which are moreover obtainable by MMG even in electrical noise may provide insight for future study.